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made from esquisite solid surface material, the look feel and touch of quality



“Infinitely alluring 
& practical”

The Mirage Hammock Bath is for those who wants something unique 
and practical. The hammock lines are more than aesthetically beautiful 
but also incredibly comfortable.  It is easy to get in and out of.
the flat base makes bathing kids effortless.
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Love using your bathroom and enjoy the luxury of the 
Haven Hammock Bath. The hammock bath is designed 
for comfort and the steel frame is created for support and 
aesthetic enhancement of your bathroom.  
Kids love bathing in a hammock, and with the inner 
flat base more than 1 person can bathe at the same time.

“make your bathroom
a wow factor”

Love using your bathroom and enjoy the luxury of the 
Oasis Hammock Bath. The hammock bath is designed 
for comfort and the steel frame is created for support and 
aesthetic enhancement of your bathroom.  
Kids love bathing in a hammock, and with the inner 
flat base more than 1 person can bathe at the same time.

“make your bathroom
a wow factor”

OASIS HAMMOCK BATH 
WITH STEEL FRAME SUPPORTS 
OSF suits the HBO2.0 & HBO1.8

hammockbath.com     OSF

OASIS WITH STEEL 
FRAME SUPPORTS

Oasis steel frame supports OSF sold separately 2 in a set



fun time

me time

bath time

us time 



  Hammock Bath 
available in 2 sizes 
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                 Relax in luxury
Live the resort lifestyle you deserve

* Made of smooth solid surface material
                  * Easy to clean

  Hammock Basin
available in 2 sizes 
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MIRAGE - HAMMOCK BATH - HBM2.0 & HBM1.8

OASIS - HAMMOCK BATH - HBO2.0 &  HBO1.8

HAMMOCK BASIN HB660 & HB528

OASIS HAMMOCK BATH WITH 
      STEEL FRAMES OSF

OASIS - suspend the bath between 2 walls
OSF - steel frame supports to suit Oasis Hammock Bath
MIRAGE - free standing with solid surface base
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